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Khob Khun Krub! Thank you for all your well wishes to me and APCOM for my 10th 
anniversary! 

Thank you to Karyn Kaplan for the inspiration for me not to shy away from marking this 
milestone.

Thank you each and everyone of you for making the time to send some lovely messages 
and photos of when we were younger =)

Special thank you to the APCOM staff for going above and beyond their work to mark 
this anniversary in such a big way, despite the lockdowns!

It is a good memory trip, especially during this tumultuous time, and I am very much 
looking forward to when we can celebrate in person!

Cheers and take good care, 

Midnight
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Ann Fordham  
Executive Director 

International Drug Policy Consortium

I am the Executive Director of the International Drug 
Policy Consortium (IDPC) – we advocate for drug policies 
grounded in human rights and social justice. I have known 
Midnight for coming up to 15 years! We met in Brighton, 
UK when we both worked for the International HIV/AIDS 
Alliance (now Frontline AIDS). We connected immediately 
over our Thai roots and became good friends. We’ve 
shared many laughs and fun moments over the years as 
well as connected over both becoming EDs at quite a 
young age and navigating those challenges.

Andrew Ball
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O
ver the past ten years the Asia and Pacific region has demonstrated true 
innovation in promoting the rights and wellbeing of people of all sexual 
orientations and gender identities. At the same time, the region has had 
to face major challenges, having to address widespread stigma,  
discriminatory policies and practices and legislation that criminalize and 
marginalize whole communities. APCOM has led much of this work in 

the region. It has become a global leader in advancing public health and human and  
sexual rights and empowering communities. I first met Midnight in 2013 at the 11th  
lnternational Congress on AIDS in Asia and the Pacific (ICAAP11) in Bangkok. At that 
time I was very impressed by both the work of APCOM and the leadership of Midnight. 
Over the past decade, under Midnight’s leadership, APCOM has become a trusted and 
key partner to WHO, from supporting the generation of new evidence and the  
development of global guidelines through to leading regional advocacy, mobilization  
of communities and implementation in countries. Congratulations Midnight! Truly a 
remarkable ten years that you and APCOM should be proud of.

Senior Advisor 
Director-General’s Office 

World Health Organization (WHO)

I 
can’t quite believe it has been 10 years! It’s wonderful to see how APCOM has flourished 
under Midnight’s leadership. It is particularly exciting to be able to work more closely 
with APCOM and Midnight on the intersection between harm reduction, chemsex 
and drug policy in Asia. There’s much work to do!! Congratulations to Midnight and 
wishing you many more fruitful years ahead!!



Bruce Richman
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W
e all know of the great 
challenges and many 
obstacles in the way of 
bringing the HIV  
pandemic to an end -  
in Asia and globally. 

 
Sometimes it is easy to be overwhelmed by the 
scale of what still needs to be done. 
 
But then along comes an organisation like  
APCOM and an activist like Midnight 
Poonkasetwatana. 
 
Then the challenges become not quite as  
daunting and the obstacles more moveable. 
 
Midnight’s great understanding has been that 
optimism, dedication, patience and  
persistence can work wonders on even the 
most intransigent opponents of change and 
improvement. 
 
Above all, Midnight’s sense of humour and  
inclusion has permeated the ethos of AP-
COM’s staff and supporters. 
 

People create the culture of an organisation 
and no-one has done more to bring out the 
best in APCOM’s people than Midnight. 
 
The new momentum that will, we hope, 
follow on from the 2021 UN High-Level 
Declaration on HIV/AIDS has to be felt on the 
ground, especially in the Asia-Pacific. 
 
The great opportunity for APCOM and  
Midnight is to play an even greater role in 
translating the global goal to end the HIV  
pandemic into progress in the region and 
among key communities. 
 
Over my time in HIV/AIDS, I have greatly 
enjoyed working with Midnight and APCOM 
and admired how much has been  
accomplished in ways that made real  
differences in the lives of so many people. 
 
Much more remains to be done, but  
everything is possible with the drive,  
commitment, insight and empathy that has 
been the hallmark of Midnight’s decade at 
APCOM

 

Bill Bowtell
Adjunct Professor

I 
saw Midnight speak at IAS 2017 in Paris, and I knew I had to meet him. He was 
so passionate and compelling. Since then, Midnight and APCOM have been U=U 
champions.  I couldn’t be more grateful for his dynamic leadership! I was honored 
to take part in the APCOM Community Summit in 2020 and look forward to more 
collaborations. 

Founding Executive Director 
Prevention Access Campaign

I’m the Founding Executive Director of  
Prevention Access Campaign which launched 
the U=U campaign in 2016.  

U=U is now a global community-led movement 
in 102 countries. We were thrilled when APCOM 
signed on to the campaign as one of the earliest 
official partners!
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M
idnight Poonkasetwat-
tana is a champion for 
the equal rights of LGBT 
people, to access and to 
shape the future for HIV 
services, in Asia and the 

Pacific.  A champion has the courage to risk 
failure, knowing that setbacks are lessons to 
learn from and to then train and work harder 
to improve performance.

Midnight is one of those unique souls 
that I am proud to work with and learn from 
over many years spent fighting AIDS. I first 
met Midnight in my role at USAID’s regional 
office based in Bangkok as a Senior Regional 
Technical Advisor.  Clif Cortez, our USAID 
Regional HIV Team Leader, first introduced 
me to Midnight and the Purple Sky Network.  
MSM were being prioritized regionally for 
the first time in Southeast Asia, after intense 
advocacy efforts to include them in national 
AIDS strategies in the Greater Mekong –  
Cambodia, southern provinces in China 
(Yunnan and Guanxi), Laos, Myanmar, Thai-
land and Vietnam made up this first regional 
network.  They built national and regional 
plans and shared information and helped 
launch new leaders’ voices throughout the 
sub-region.  

This was a new movement that came into 
being as new data showed us alarming HIV 
rates wherever we had data.  And yet there 
were so many data gaps in countries where 
we had no studies -- we had to challenge 
the ignorance and stigma of powerful HIV 
program managers and donors, who were 
happy to ignore male-to-male sex and gender 
identity.  

It seems obvious now, that Midnight would 
help take this experience into a much broader 
map of Asia and the Pacific, with APCOM.  
While the region had some successes, MSM 
and transgender communities were largely left 
behind and increasingly bearing the burden of 
new HIV and STI cases. 

Midnight works through partnership.   He 
steered an evolving strategy and vision by 
recruiting an army of heroes from different 
countries, agencies, cultural contexts, ages, 
identities, and resource levels – many who 
have been honored at the APCOM HIV and 
LGBT Heroes Awards, which is a celebration 
of personal and collective triumphs.  Through 
the years, Midnight has spear-headed and  
shared many successes, and fought with 
dignity and persistence for more funding, 
targeted research and dedicated programs to 
fill the gaps, including innovative online and 
sex-positive approaches to testing, launching 
PrEP in the region, moving community-led 
responses to the forefront of international and 
national responses, and taking sustainable 
programs to new cities and nations.  While 
we must never rest on our past, it is amazing 
what has changed over these years.     

Midnight, our champion, congratulations 
on your 10-year milestone with APCOM!  And 
thank you for all you have done over the years 
for the global AIDS community, especially 
young key populations, MSM, transgender 
communities, and PLHIV.  You have been an 
inspiration to so many, and I am proud to call 
you my friend.

 

Cameron Wolf
Senior HIV/AIDS Advisor  

for Key Populations at USAID - US Agency 
for International Development



Chris Beyrer MD, Chris Beyrer MD, MPHMPH
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W
e have known for decades now in the HIV response that science is 
essential to making progress on HIV—but that without community 
to access, own, advocate, inform and galvanize, our best tools my go 
unused.  We also know that the hard fought gains in LGBTQ+ rights 
and dignity have been led by community.  These are the people who 
take the greatest risks for our gains, often with the fewest resources, 

and always with the wants and needs of our queer brothers and sisters front and center.  
That is why I’m so proud of being associated with APCOM and its tremendous work on 
both HIV and LGBTQ+ rights.  While so many of our battles and our victories come at 
national level, we also know that regional partnerships and advocacy are critical, and that 
has never been more clear than in the time of the HIV and now the COVID-19 pandemics.  
Regional networks like APCOM really show that we are stronger together, and that  
advances in the Asia-Pacific countries have so often come through regional efforts.   
APCOM has been so effective in this kind of regional capacity building, in creating and 
supporting solidarity, and in bringing queer voices and presence into the regional  
conversations on health, rights, and support for inclusive human dignity and human  
flourishing.  One of those leading voices has been the Executive Director of APCOM, 
Khun Midnight, and we also celebrate his 10 years of visionary and compassionate  
leadership.  Midnight has maintained a remarkable balance of clarity, courage, and  
diplomacy which has made him a trusted leader and partner across the region.  Under his 
leadership, APCOM has earned and deserves all of our support for the likely long battles 
ahead to achieve an end to AIDS, to COVID, and to discrimination based on sexual  
orientation and gender identity across the Asia-Pacific.

Desmond M. Tutu Professor in Public Health and Human Rights 
Professor of Epidemiology, Nursing and Medicine 
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health  

Associate Director, JHU Center for AIDS Research (CFAR)
Senior Scientific Liaison, COVID Vaccine Prevention Network, Co-VPN



Chris Connelly
Former  

 International Programme Manager with 

AFAO

Christine Stegling
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M
idnight has been with APCOM since the organisation consisted of just a 
couple of staff, and grown it up to a strong and vibrant team with  
advocacy, communications and programmes staff, to really drive forward 
the agenda of the organisation. When I first interacted with APCOM it was 
in the old Soi Ruamrudee offices, and since that time has moved through 4 
different office spaces as the team grew and numbers of projects changed.  

 
In this time some of the critical milestones included the launch of APCOM strategic plans, early 
promotion of PREP ahead of many of APCOM peer organisations, drive for testing among 
gay men and other men who have sex with men, and leading key advocacy inputs including 
Midnight doing one of the closing plenaries at the UN High Level Meetings on AIDS, as well 
as driving the conversation around HIV/AIDS issues for MSM at multiple regional and global 
forums. Throughout all these 10 years of successes, Midnight has remained steadfast in his  
commitment to human rights for key populations, support to communities and peer national 
and regional networks across Asia and the Pacific, and provided dynamic leadership,  
partnering and raising of critical issues - in 10 years compiling a huge body of professional 
work and personal dedication and sacrifice to champion the health, HIV and human rights of 
gay men and other men who have sex with men. 

Enjoy the 10th anniversary 
party Midnight...!

M
idnight worked with the Asia and Eastern Europe team at the  
International HIV/AIDS Alliance (as it was then) in 2006 and left to 
join APCOM 10 years ago. He worked closely with our partners in the 
region, forging strong relationships which helped create long lasting 
collaboration to work to the common goal of ending AIDS in the 
region. Since joining APCOM, Midnight has continued to be a close 

friend and ally of Frontline AIDS and we have worked and collaborated on a number of 
projects. Most recently, we collaborated to ensure that community led organisations in the 
region were aware of and made use of the Rapid Response Fund to help them through the 
COVID-19 crisis and other emergencies. Midnight provided much needed insights into 
the challenges faced by the Networks’ members and helped direct funding to  
communities who needed it the most. Midnight’s passion and enthusiasm for his work 
has always shone through and he stays in regular contact on relevant issues, ensuring that 
we are always connected to his work. He is a wonderful colleague, and it is always lovely 
to be able to work with him.  Congratulations Midnight on your milestone 10 years of 
leading APCOM!

Executive Director, Frontline AIDS



Darryl O’Donnell 
Chief Executive Officer 

Australian Federation of AIDS Organisations (AFAO)

Darryl O’Donnell is the Chief Executive Officer of the 
Australian Federation of AIDS Organisations, which leads 
Australia’s community response to HIV. AFAO has  
partnered with key populations – our communities – in 
Asia and the Pacific for more than thirty years. We have 
been proud to work alongside and champion APCOM 
and its vital work for more ten years. We are excited to 
continue that work until HIV transmission is ended and 
justice is achieved for all.

David Fowler
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M
idnight worked with the Asia and Eastern Europe team at the  
International HIV/AIDS Alliance (as it was then) in 2006 and left to 
join APCOM 10 years ago. He worked closely with our partners in the 
region, forging strong relationships which helped create long lasting 
collaboration to work to the common goal of ending AIDS in the 
region. Since joining APCOM, Midnight has continued to be a close 

friend and ally of Frontline AIDS and we have worked and collaborated on a number of 
projects. Most recently, we collaborated to ensure that community led organisations in the 
region were aware of and made use of the Rapid Response Fund to help them through the 
COVID-19 crisis and other emergencies. Midnight provided much needed insights into 
the challenges faced by the Networks’ members and helped direct funding to  
communities who needed it the most. Midnight’s passion and enthusiasm for his work 
has always shone through and he stays in regular contact on relevant issues, ensuring that 
we are always connected to his work. He is a wonderful colleague, and it is always lovely 
to be able to work with him.  Congratulations Midnight on your milestone 10 years of 
leading APCOM!

I
t’s rare to find someone who embodies 
productivity, empathy, charisma and 
intelligence. But APCOM and all of us 
working to end HIV transmission and 
promote SOGIE rights are fortunate 
to find all those qualities in Midnight 

Poonkasetwattana. 
 
I knew of Midnight’s legend long before I met 
him. It was only in getting to know and work 
with him directly that I  fully appreciated  
his powerful advocacy and leadership. He is 
larger than life; an omnipresent force. 
 
Across the 35 countries in which APCOM 
works it has driven profound change under 
Midnight’s leadership. The TestXXX HIV 
prevention program, for example, has helped 
hundreds of thousands of people in Bangkok, 
Ho Chi Minh City, Hong Kong, Jakarta,  
Manila, and Yogyakarta to know their HIV 
status. 
 
But perhaps even more powerfully, it’s fun, 
non-judgemental tone has inspired similar 
programs across the world. Inclusion and  
support are the best way to combat stigma 
and discrimination. This is something  
Midnight understands deeply.

Midnight 
a champion  
of change 

A
FAO works directly with 
APCOM on the Sustainabi-
lity of HIV Services for Key 
Populations in Asia  
program, which is scaling 
up HIV services and  

mobilising advocates across the region,  
giving them the ability to agitate and  
organise for the resources and laws they 
need to do their work. I know many of the 
people we work with are inspired by  
Midnight. His example powers them to  
continue with difficult, stressful work.

Our mission has been lucky and fortunate to 
benefit from Midnight’s service for the past 
decade. Here’s to the decade ahead.
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10 Years of  
Midnight  
Poonkasetwattana
AS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Dédé Oetomo
Trustee at GAYa NUSANTARA Foundation   

Chair of the Regional Advisory Group of APCOM 

Chair of the Advisory Committee of the Coalition  

for Sexual & Bodily Rights in Muslim Societies (CSBR)

MY YEARS 
WITH  
APCOM
I was present at the Risks and 
Responsibilities: Male Sexual Health 
and HIV in Asia and the Pacific 
International Consultation held in 
Delhi in September 2006, which gave 
birth to the Asia-Pacific Coalition of 
Male Sexual Health (APCOM). I was 
a member of the Interim Governing 
Board, later formalized as Governing 
Board, from 2007 to 2016, when it was 
restructured and renamed Regional 
Advisory Group. In January 2013 I took 
over from the late Shivananda Khan, 
OBE (Shiv), Founder and first Chair 
of the Board (2007-2012), and have 
continued to serve in that position until 
now.

I
n 2011, as APCOM’s work was expan-
ding, Midnight Poonkasetwattana 
was hired as Executive Director of the 
organization, until this day. 
 
In late 2012, Shiv’s health took a turn 

for the worse, and I was invited to sit on the 
Executive Committee, which had a vacant 
seat because of a member’s resignation. I did 
not hesitate in accepting the invitation, but 
was filled with trepidation when I found out 
that Shiv was very unwell, and that the other 
Executive Committee members then asked me 
to serve as Interim Chair. 
 
What mitigated my anxiety was that Midnight 
was the Executive Director, and I had noticed 
during the previous year or so how he very 
capably steered the day-to-day operation of 
the organization and even helped make it 
grow fairly rapidly. I had met Midnight when 
in the autumn of 2009 I was invited to the  
International HIV/AIDS Alliance headquar-
ters in Brighton, UK, by Ted Nierras, an old 
friend from my early days working on HIV/
AIDS in the 1990s. Alliance was about to  
submit a project proposal working on  
Indonesia, so Ted, knowing I was in London 
then for speaking engagements at the London 
School of Economics (LSE) and the School of 
Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) on HIV 
and on the LGBTI+ movement in Indonesia, 
respectively. Midnight struck me as an  
intelligent person who knew what he was 
doing and was familiar with all the issues in 
the Southeast Asian region. 
 

Later on I learned that Midnight was  
Coordinator of Purple Sky Network (PSN), 
a network of organizations working on gay 
men, other MSM and transgender people and 
HIV in the Greater Mekong Subregion. It was 
at the APCOM Governing Board meeting that, 
to my pleasant surprise, I met him again, this 
time representing PSN on the Board. He is, 
as I later learn more, a natural communicator 
and networker, and a hard worker. 
 
Thus it was that when other Executive  
Committee members looked at me and asked 
me to serve as Interim Chair at that meeting 
in late 2012, I accepted since I knew I would 
have the support of an Executive Director who 
is good in terms of work habits, responsibility, 
team work and communication. 
 
The rest, as they say, is history. In January 
2013, as Shiv’s health became worse, I was 
confirmed as Chair of APCOM’s Governing 
Board. In the eight years that Midnight and I 
have led APCOM, he has steered the  
organization through thick and thin, from  
success to success and through very difficult 
crises. He has made APCOM a star in the 
various HIV-related networks in Asia and the 
Pacific, on the surface because the brilliant 
branding he’s succeeded to create for APCOM, 
but more substantially because APCOM has 
become a reliable partner for other networks 
such as ILGA, APN+, ANPUD and others; 
scientific organizations like the IAS; donor 
organizations like the Global Fund and Hivos, 
and UNAIDS and other UN agencies at the 
global and Asia-Pacific levels. 
 
So in celebrating your ten years at APCOM, 
Midnight, may I salute you and sing your 
praises, and thank you profusely. It is not a 
hyperbole to say that you have taken APCOM 
to many other levels over those ten years, 
and our partners and the gay and other MSM 
communities in Asia and the Pacific, and 
indeed elsewhere in the world, owe you much 
appreciation.



Doug Kerr
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C
ongratulations to Midnight on 10 years with APCOM! Over the past few 
years, it has been a great pleasure to work with Midnight in his capacity 
on Dignity Network Canada’s Global Advisory Board. We are a national 
network of Canadian organizations interested in the global movement for 
LGBTIQ human rights. Midnight has been a member of our Global  
Advisory Board for several years now and in 2019 was able to come to  

Canada to meet with our members and Global Affairs Canada. Midnight’s collaboration 
and support to our work and encouraging a stronger Canadian role in supporting  
LGBTIQ human rights around the world has been invaluable and we are so proud to  
work with him. Congrats, Midnight and all the best on your anniversary!

Executive Director, Dignity Network Canada

E A M O N N  M U R P H Y
R E G I O N A L  D I R E C T O R  O F  U N A I D S 

A S I A  A N D  T H E  P A C I F I C 

Ten years of impact. 
Ten years of dedication. 

To ten more years of 
APCOM. 

For more than a decade, APCOM has been an instrumental partner in the HIV response in Asia and the 
Pacific. Throughout the many years of activism, APCOM has established itself as a leading organisation, a 
regional driver of change and a trusted partner. The APCOM family, a team of strong-minded, passionate 
and dedicated leaders, have created a meaningful and positive impact on the communities they serve. 

APCOM is known for its work on improving the health and rights of gay men, men who have sex with men 
and people of diverse sexual orientation and gender identities across the region. Over the years, we have 
seen programmes and HIV testing campaigns, such as TestXXX, take-off and making an impact in cities 
across the region. TestXXX continues to empower community-based clinics with skills in cutting-edge 
communication, promoting HIV testing among young MSM through strong and proactive messaging. 

Recently, APCOM made headway when they published a scoping review on sexualised drug use 
(including Chemsex) among men who have sex with men and transgender women in Asia. The review is 
a great step forward in highlighting the unique challenges faced by key populations who use drugs and 
a principle guide for effective HIV, harm reduction and programmatic responses in the region. It also 
shows how APCOM continues to push boundaries and bring attention to intersecting issues affecting key 
populations. Their milestones are marked by their achievements and contributions to research, advocacy, 
leadership and networking.

When I think of APCOM, I also think about the HERO Awards and what the annual gala means to so 
many. The platform recognises and celebrates the achievements of HIV and LGBTIQ+ advocates and allies 
from across the region, a commemoration of progress, unity and solidarity among peers and colleagues. 

UNAIDS is grateful to have an ally and partner like APCOM and look forward to another decade of 
milestones in the HIV response. 

Ten years of impact. Ten years of dedication. To ten more years of APCOM. 
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M
idnight contacted me the 
other week about  
potentially contributing 
to an APOM project. This 
is nothing unusual – that 
is part of the role of the 

ED, right? What is unusual is that about 16 
years ago Midnight was my PA when we were 
both working for the (then) International HIV 
AIDS Alliance (IHAA) (now Frontline AIDS) 
and I would go to Midnight with all of those 
annoying tedious administrative type issues 
that I needed solving. 
 
Midnight protected me from the IHAA  
bureaucracy and at the same time helped me 
navigate the various departments to ensure 
that what we were planning would get the 
green light. I couldn’t have survived without 
him. I always enjoyed traveling to the UK 
for meetings because we would get to spend 
time together, we would plot and scheme our 
takeover of the world (well, the IHAA at least) 
and to hang out with our friends and  
colleagues over a bevvy or 2 or possibly 3….  
 
On looking for a photo to accompany this  
piece all I could seem to find were a whole 
lot of pictures of us in pubs and clubs in all 
corners of Brighton, no pictures of us being 
serious at work – but in a way these were the 
work photos because all those afterwork and 
evening drinks were all focussed on work 
and what we could do to genuinely make a 
difference. 
 

On reflection, not a lot has changed really. 
Midnight still protects his staff from  
bureaucracy and politics so they can get on 
with the job, he still navigates the systems 
and people and organisations to ensure that 
APCOM can work on the projects it believes in 
and he still has the passion and commitment 
to have those after-hours meetings (drinks) 
where ideas are discussed, frustrations aired 
and collaborations are formed to genuinely 
make a difference. 
 
I encouraged Midnight to leave the IHAA 
and to find his calling. I pushed him gently to 
apply for the position of ED of APCOM at a 
time when APCOM was still finding its feet, as 
was he. And what a serendipitous relationship 
that has turned out to be. APCOM has gone 
from strength to strength under his  
leadership, sure there have been hiccups and 
doubts, but that is part and parcel of the  
business, but every time I receive an  
update from APCOM, I see that they are on 
the cutting edge of addressing the real issues 
affecting our communities and Midnight has 
played a huge part in that. 
 
One of the last times I saw Midnight in person 
was in Suva, Fiji, he was there attending 
a Pasifika Transgender/Faafine meeting, 
looking at ways that APCOM could support 
this ground breaking work, his next stop was 
Los Angeles for an MPACT meeting and then 
to Washington DC to fund raise and then to 
the UK and I can’t remember where after that. 
It was a gruelling schedule but he was doing 
it cheerfully (sort of) because he passionately 
believed in the work and knew that his tireless 
efforts were necessary if APCOM wanted to 
achieve its goals.  
 
We sat on my balcony, overlooking Suva 
and the South Pacific as the sun went down, 
having a drink or 2, plotting and scheming to 
change the world. Happy 10th Anniversary 
Middy, may we continue to plot and scheme 
and make a difference.

PLOTTING  
AND  
SCHEMING  
TO CHANGE  
THE WORLD

Elden 
Chamberlain

Western Pacific Constituency Focal Point,  

The Global Fund to Fight AIDS, TB & Malaria

Middy in brighton



Erika Castellanos
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E L I E  B A L L A N
F O R M E R LY  

E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R  
A T  M - C O A L I T I O N

Courage, Resilience and Progress
I first met Midnight virtually through a global consortium on MSM health. I was very impressed with the 
knowledge, the passion and the vision that Midnight possessed. The more I got to know APCOM, the work 
they do and the influence they have, the more I was eager to learn from them and to pass that knowledge 
to the sister regional organization of APCOM. The innovation, in always being up to date and aligned 
with the latest recommendations. The trust developed through the community and the exposure that 
Midnight provided was exemplary especially in putting APCOM on the international platform and more 
specifically a recognizable force within the Asian and the South East Asian and Pacific region. Keeping an 
organization alive, relevant and sustainable is a very difficult job, I know because I did it for 6 years. Today 
I see APCOM as a leader on community health, on HIV and on leading a community, and that is because 
of the great team that works at APCOM who is very dedicated, but also from great leadership, commitment 
and love for who and what you do. Congratulations to Midnight on 10 years as executive director, this is 
a lot of dedication right there, and your actions speak louder than my words ever will. Congratulations to 
Midnight and congratulations for APCOM on this brave, resilient leadership guiding you to continuous 
progress. 

I 
have known about midnight and his amazing work for many years and have 
always admired his passion and commitment. With his leadership APCOM has  
become known as a leadership organization on LGBTI issues worldwide. I love 
Midnight’s commitment and wherever he is, believe me he will be working:  
answering emails and calls and putting off fires. But amidst managing staff,  
producing and sharing data, and addressing emerging issues, the one thing I love 

about Midnight is that he does not forget to laugh and have fun with friends. I feel  
honored to call Midnight a friend and an inspiration. 

Director of Programs
GATE



Felicity Young
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I 
first met Midnight back in 2007, when he was at the AIDS Alliance and I was 
struck by what a lovely, bright young man he was. I wasn’t surprised when 
he moved to APCOM, nor have I been surprised at how he has thrived there. 
 
Under Midnight’s leadership, APCOM has developed into one of the strongest, most 
capable regional networks in both the Asia Pacific region, and globally.  Managing a 

regional network and constantly having to demonstrate your value to donors and funders 
alike is highly demanding, but without an organization such as APCOM, the voice of gay 
men and other men who have sex with men would go unheard. APCOM plays a crucial role 
in the global response to HIV. Midnight is one the most respected leaders in his field. I wish 
APCOM all the very best, now and for the future. May you continue to go from strength to 
strength.

Director, SKPA Program
AFAO
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H
aving had the pleasure to 
know  Midnight for many 
years, even prior to him 
joining APCOM ten years 
ago his reputation as a hard 
worker and perfectionist 

proceed him. His work ethic, exacting stan-
dards  and commitment to the community are 
really quite remarkable. As a close personal 
friend I’m always staggered by his ability to 
consume so much alcohol in one sitting yet 
still manage to make early morning zoom 
calls and work deadlines. I know the rest of 
his team also appreciate his high standards of 
work performance and with imitation being 
the best form of flattery he should be very 
proud of the highly committed and loyal team 
who remain as committed as he to supporting 
the LGBTI community in the region.  
 
What stands out most for me over the ten 
years of Midnights year as Executive Director 
of APCOM is him being true to his principles 
and the vision he has for the organization and 
engagement and empowerment of the local 
community in addressing HIV and tackling 
the needs of a diverse and often highly stig-
matized community. Evidence of this can be 
seen in the success and the massive amount of 
hard work that goes into the annual APCOM 
HERO awards each year, those award nights 
just seem to get better and more glamorous 
every year. I don’t think its an understatement 
to say the positive impact the awards has on 
those nominated is really encouraging and life 
affirming to the work they do in the field in 
often challenging and hostile environments.  
 
I look forward to celebrating in person with 
the rest of the APCOM team and supporters 
at the anniversary bash. Here’s to the next ten 
years khun Middy! Any chance of you getting 
a decent haircut before then? Love you long 
time….

G R E G  G R A Y

Ten Years and 
Counting –  
its been a one 
helluva ride! 

th

1



Jason Myers
Chief Executive 

New Zealand AIDS Foundation

My name is Jason Myers and I am the current Chief 
Executive of the New Zealand AIDS Foundation 
(NZAF). It was in a previous role when NZAF had an 
international development programme that I was 
most heavily involved with APCOM. It was a privi-
lege to be part of the original governance structure 
who supported the development and implementa-
tion of APCOM’s first strategic plans and it has been 
a pleasure to see APCOM grow from strength-to-
strength in the years since.

I 
am delighted to see APCOM celebra-
ting their 10th birthday. From humble 
beginnings, APCOM is now a true 
force in the HIV response across the 
region. Midnight has been the dri-
ving force for all these years, literally 

building the organisation from the ground up 
into what it is today. Mixing his humility and 
determination with his skills and advocacy 
and leadership, he has built an organisation 
he can be incredibly proud of. Ultimately, it is 
without doubt that APCOM has improved the 
lives of some of the regions most marginalised 
individuals and communities. I salute all the 
effort behind what has got APCOM this far 
and I wish them every success for the future

Jim Pickett 
Senior Director

Prevention Advocacy and Gay Men’s 
Health, IRMA Chair

AIDS Foundation Chicago

I 
am always so impressed with the work of Midnight and APCOM. 
Smart,  
visionary, strategic, creative and – importantly – fun. He, and they, 
are a huge inspiration to all of us doing some combination of HIV, 
LGBTQIA, human rights work across the globe. Thank you!

Hiker Chiu
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I 
learned “Midnight”; a “cool and dark” term, was used as a person’s name for the 
first time in 2015 when talking with the coordinator of ILGA Asia at almost  
midnight. It was impressive. In 2016, I met Midnight in person.  I realized Midnight 
is not only a very “cool” person but also full of sunny energy, playing a warm and 
positive leading role in supporting people with HIV day and night and extending 
their service to the LGBTI community since then. Midnight is also a person with 

vision, a generous person who would like to share his professional knowledge, capacity, 
and opportunities with others, promoting cooperation between several regional networks, 
making APCOM one of the best allies for the LGBTIQ+ movement in Asia.  Midnight 
is one of the persons who understand the value of listening, and his spirit gives me the 
strength to hold on and continue the hard work. Midnight, thank you, and  
congratulations on the tenth anniversary of servicing so many people who need support.  
How lucky we are to have such a creative and positive you in the Asian LGBTIQ+ human 
rights movement. Please keep up the beautiful energy, good job, and take good care of 
yourself all the time! Please continue to shed your positive light on Asia.

Founder of OII Chinese and Intersex Asia



Johnny Tohme
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I
t is my outmost pleasure to congratulate Midnight for his 10th year anniversary at 
APCOM. I was lucky enough to witness the growth and thriving of APCOM under 
Midnight’s leadership throughout the years. I have seen firsthand the commitment 
and dedication to advance the needs of gay, bisexual, and other men who have sex 
with men in the region and around the world.   
 

 
For the past 8 years that I’ve known you Midnight, you have been a beacon of light for the 
community, not only in the Asia-Pacific region but around the world as an honest  
hard-working activist. I have been lucky enough to have advocated beside you for so 
many years. Your motivation and resilience in the face of obstacles is awe inspiring. 
Cannot wait to witness what the future brings your way and looking forward for more 
conspiring for the sake of our communities. You have my unwavering support and respect 
for everything you do, and I consider myself lucky to call you a colleague, but most  
importantly a friend. Much love, and once again from the bottom of my heart,  
CONGRATULATIONS!!! 

Senior Community Mobilization Manager  
at MPact – Global Action for Gay Men’s Health and Rights.  



Joey Siosaia 
Joleen Mataele 
Executive Director/Co-Founder 

Tonga Leiti’s Association

Director: Miss Galaxy Pageant 

A
s one of the 1st members of APCOM, I would like to take this opportunity to 
Congratulate Midnight Poonkasetwattana on his 10th Anniversary working 
for APCOM 
 
Your Strive and energy to push APCOM to where it is  
today has marked a milestone for the development of each member  

organizations 
 
from both Asia and Pacific Regions. Thank you for all you do and I hope that hope that  
APCOM will continue it’s work to support 
 
all partners and Networks in Asia and Pacific to better the lives of those that are vulnerable 
because all LGBTI lives matters

Joel Bedos
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O
MG, 10 years already? This doesn’t make me any younger either.  
 
I must say I have never worked in direct collaboration with Midnight, 
more so with APCOM’s campaigns and comms teams. But I would 
always take any opportunity I could to meet up with him. Luckily 
enough we often had similar meeting destinations and so we often sat 

down over a drink to talk about strategic and sometimes less strategic matters. Whatever 
the subject, it has always been a pleasure to bask in his gentle and smart company. I must 
say that during these many months of restrictions I’ve been missing a lot of people, and 
Midnight is certainly part of them. So I hope now that our paths will cross again soon. 
Looking forward to this!

International Day Against Homophobia, Transphobia and Biphobia

My daytime job has for many years been a policy and campaigns guy for big international NGOs like  
Actionaid or Oxfam. And at night time I was an activist for sexual and gender minorities, organising Paris 
Pride marches and fighting off the religious conservatives on the registered partnership front (that was in 
the early hours of the century), and then later battling for parental rights, when my daughter was born in 

2002. And then one day I realised I wasn’t fit enough anymore to have 2 jobs, so I blended them into  
working on campaigning for LGBTQI+ rights. And that got me to be lucky enough to be connected to  

APCOM and to Midnight.



Jose Zuniga 
President/CEO 
www.IAPAC.org

I 
salute Midnight on his decade anniversary with APCOM. I have 
many memories of his wise intercessions at IAPAC conferences.  
 
However, I look back with great fondness to a dinner he organized 
for me in Bangkok years ago. The evening was spent reminiscing 
about friends and loved ones needlessly lost to AIDS and talking 

about the future of the HIV movement. It became clear to me throughout 
the evening that Midnight is among those who hold the keys to the future 
of the HIV movement with a humility of demeanor that is gratifying to 
see in a leader who understands his role is to serve a cause greater than 
himself.”!
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I 
am happy to learn that Midnight Poonkasetwattana has 

completed 10 years of stewardship in APCOM. It was 
like yesterday when he took the reins of office!  

 
I met Midnight during the High Level Meeting on AIDS 

in New York as a young activist who spoke in the  
plenary. I participated in the meeting as the Special Envoy to 

the UN Secretary General Ban Ki Moon and was impressed 
with Midnight’s passion with the AIDS agenda and his concern 

for the key populations of gay men, transgender and other 
sexual minorities. 

 
Next time when I met him in Bangkok in the UN building,  

Midnight came up with this invitation to act as a Special  
Ambassador on HIV/AIDS for APCOM along with Justice 

Michael Kirby and President Ratu Epeli Nilatikau. I have since 
been involved with APCOM at the strategic level for providing 

need based advice and support for its multifarious activities. 
 

I have a special affection towards APCOM as it was constituted 
as a regional activist body for MSM and transgenders while 
I was working as the Director of UNAIDS Regional Support 

Team in Bangkok. Since its establishment, APCOM was always 
led by able and imaginative leaders, Midnight being the latest 

and longest serving Executive Director. 
 

With his energy and enthusiasm, Midnight has been able attract 
support from many development partners and UNAIDS, even 

though the last one year have been tough going because of 
Covid19 crisis. 

 
In the run up to the next High Level Meeting to take place in 

June 2021, APCOM is playing an important role in mobilizing 
civil society and key populations to make their voices heard. 

Midnight has been playing a key role in this process. It is  
necessary for us to ensure that in the name of consensus the 

political declaration does not compromise on its commitment to 
prioritise and meaningfully involve key populations in  

prevention, care and treatment programmes in the next ten 
years. The question of their being named in the declaration 

should be a non-negotiable issue for which every one of the 
organisations representing key populations and the countries 

should actively strive for. 
 

I wish Midnight and APCOM many more fruitful years of  
activism and hard work to make a difference to the lives of 

MSM and other sexual minorities in the Asia Pacific region.

“ 
With his energy and enthusiasm, 

Midnight has been able attract 
support from many development 

partners and UNAIDS, even though 
the last one year have been tough 

going because of Covid-19 crisis 
”

J.V.R. Prasada Rao 
Former Special Envoy of UN Secretary General 

and HIV/AIDS Ambassador to APCOM.



O
ver the last 10 years under 
Midnight’s leadership  
APCOM has been one of the 
Global Fund’s  key partners 
supporting community  
engagement in the Asia-P 

acific region, providing strategic input into 
our strategy development and advancing the 
dialogue around Universal Health Coverage 
in events such as PMAC where this photo  
was taken.

Kate Thomson  
Head of the Community, Rights and Gender Department at 

the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria
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K A R Y N  K A P L A N
  

E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R 
A S I A  C A T A LY S T

Happy 10th Anniversary as ED  
of APCOM!

It has been a joy to watch the trajectory of your inspiring activist career, which reminds me of a shooting 
star: beautiful, quiet, and awe-inspiring! Under your leadership, APCOM has flourished and a dynamic, 
intersectional, and powerful community with strong grassroots connection was built and supported.
You are always at the cutting edge and thinking of ways to uplift new leaders in your community. You are 
smart and savvy, and a workhorse. 

I hope you take as good care of yourself in the coming years as you do while nurturing a powerful, 
impressive, global-impact SOGIE rights movement. Apart from that, you are a lovely human being and it’s 
been a great pleasure to be your admiring friend.

With love and congratulations for an awesome ten years of work both fighting and celebrating.
I can’t wait to see what’s in store for the next 10 years of APCOM!

Your ally and friend,
Karyn

Karyn Kaplan is a human rights activist and the Executive Director of Asia Catalyst.  
She is a co-founder of Thai AIDS Treatment Action Group and also worked at TAG, IGLHRC, and 

Gay Men’s Health Crisis in New York. Karyn has lived in Thailand for more than 20 years  
and is fluent in Thai. 



2019 - MIDNIGHT AND KENT  
IN NAIROBI

2013 - KENT VISITING 
MIDNIGHT, OHM 
(COORDINATOR OF PURPLE SKY 
NETWORK), AND THE REST OF 
THE APCOM TEAM WITH THE 
LAUNCH OF THE Os LOGO  

Kent Klindera
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Congratulations on 10 years of passion, hard work and commitment  
Midnight. I have watched you and the entire APCOM team take a concept 
and transform it into a sustainable institution and regional movement. When 
you first started, APCOM was a loose affiliation of amazing activists, which 
too often was like herding cats to gain a way forward.  To be expected, there 
were lots of diva personalities who spent countless hours working and  

fighting to get a vision off the ground.  And then along came Midnight--with his patient 
but persistent attitude and work ethic about that vision.  Today, APCOM is the model for 
how regional advocacy and technical assistance movements are to be managed. APCOM 
truly represents “nothing about us without us”, linking activists, advocates, frontline 
workers, researchers, governments and donors towards the promotion of health and  
human rights for LGBTI persons.  I’m especially impressed with the way in which  
APCOM helps health and human rights advocates learn from each other (both virtually 
and physically) and challenge the status quo throughout Asia.  Your consistent message of 
community engagement and tireless advocacy for the rights of LGBTI persons on the  
world stage has impacted the lives of millions.  Thank you for all you do and do, keep 
sharing the love, and I look forward to at least 10 more years! 

Kent Klindera is a Senior Technical Advisor on Key Populations for the United States Agency  
for International Development (USAiD) Headquarters in Washington DC.  Formerly, Kent directed the GMT 

Initiative at amfAR, which predates the formalization of APCOM.    

Kent and Midnight met when Midnight briefly worked at amfAR’s Treat Asia project--coordinating the 
Purple Sky Network; and Kent has been an APCOM champion since that time!  

Senior Technical Advisor on Key Populations  
for the United States Agency for International Development (USAiD)



We’ve shared and chaired so many meetings together! Remembering one of the last in-person meetings pre-COVID-19 
@ WHO Geneva.

Kittinan DaramadhajKimberly Green
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F
rom the humble beginning of a small LGBTQI community working on the 
prevention of HIV and AIDS in Thailand, until now it has also covered human 
rights related work, including law and policy implementation for all genders. 
The Rainbow Sky Association of Thailand (RSAT) received cordial cooperation 
and solidarity from brothers and sisters in the network, as well as from  
APCOM Foundation (APCOM), which has always been an important part of 

our events.  
 
On the occasion of Mr. Midnight Poonkasetwattana’s 10th anniversary working at  
APCOM and on behalf of the RSAT, we join to celebrate this auspicious occasion by 
making a resolution that “We remain committed to promoting and supporting work in 
all dimensions of gender diversity and being a part of working with network partners 
forever.”

President of Rainbow Sky Association of Thailand

From Hidden Voices  
to a Great Dream Come TrueI

’ve had the very good fortune to work with phenomenal APCOM and brilliant 
Midnight over the past decade. Midnight and his team bring unparalleled passion, 
excellence and warmth to everything they do: from driving increased access to HIV 
testing and PrEP, championing U=U, asserting the rights and role of men who have 
sex with men in leading the HIV response and being a strong ally to LGBTIQA+ 
efforts across the region and globe. APCOM is a beacon of hope and has transfor-

med the strength of advocacy and impact across Asia-Pacific because of their solidarity 
and partnership. 
 
To Midnight, thank you for your friendship and your gorgeous self/smile/soul. You make 
the world a better place.   
 
Here’s to wishing Midnight and APCOM continued growth, inspiration and impact over 
the next ten years!

PATH



Lord-Art Lomarda
Brand Awareness Manager of the 

Champion Community Centers of 

LoveYourself, Inc

Lord-Art Lomarda was the Program Officer 
for the online HIV awareness campaign of 

APCOM and LoveYourself, TestMNL.  
He’s currently the Brand Awareness Manager 

of the Champion Community Centers of 
LoveYourself, Inc. in Metro Manila, Philippines.

M
idnight you are an 
amazing, multi-talented, 
and kind human being 
and your succeeding 
years with APCOM will 
be more triumphant and 

impactful than ever. Celebrate life, carefully 
listen to your heartbeat, and allow yourself to 
keep doing all the good things that you do for 
the LGBTQ+ community. Mabuhay ka!

Midnight with Program Officer for TestMNL Lord-Art Lomarda (left), and Program Officers 
for TestHKG Derek Chung and Mercy Feng at the RRRAP Summit 2017.

 
Online Celebration with the Community
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Maria Elena G  
Filio Borromeo 

Country Director UNAIDS, Vietnam

You have shared and given so much to APCOM in fulfilling its mandate.  
Its success story has you and you are APCOM’s precious asset.  
 
Keep going…don’t stop the great work you’re doing. 
 
Happy 10th Anniversary!

Marinke van Riet
Programme Manager Voice

Written with obviously a 
bit of a tongue in cheek, 
nevertheless a great 
opportunity to congratu-
late Midnight by sharing 
a few words of wisdom. 

Wisdom also happened to be the name of 
the first project grant that Voice provided to 
APCOM in 2017.  Having just signed a third 
multi-country project grant to push new 
frontiers on financial inclusion, my words of 
wisdom are to continue and even strengthen 
the following spirit which is crucial in our fi-
ght for a new dawn, #buildingbackbetter.: 
 
“The reasonable human adapts himself to 
the world: the unreasonable one persists in 
trying to adapt the world to her/him/them-
selves/ves. Therefore all progress depends on 
the unreasonable human.”  (modern adapta-
tion of a quote from George Bernard Shaw) 
 
Stay unreasonable, Midnight, to help us create 
a new dawn….

Midnight  
for a new Dawn?

Manisha Dhakal
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I 
am Manisha Dhakal, transgender activist  from Nepal  and a founder memebr of 
APTN.  
 
I remember that I  attended  the meeting of transgender activists from  our region 
to establish regional network for the transgender people. Thus , we formed APTN , 
which was in 2009.  During that meeting, Midnight  facilitated our  group   for  the 

further meetings at Seven Sister’s office to discuss  about   how to move forward for  
joint regional voices of transgender people in the region and more coordianiton and  
collaboraiton with other regional networks. From these meetings   to  till now , what I 
found about  Midnight is , he  always promotes community voices, community ownership 
and community inclusions which always motivate us to bring our issues to the forefront 
for the benefit of our community. Just a few days ago, he wrote to me by encouraging  
me to raise the voices of our community at  HLM and encourage me  to engage in  
government delegation at HLM. Sharing the information and encouraging the community, 
local activists  to raise our concern  is an amazing quality of Midnight.  On behalf of Blue 
Diamond Society and from the bottom of my heart,  I congratulate  and thank you  
Midnight  for your remarkable contribution towards the community and community 
based organization. 

Founder member of APTN



Matt Avery 
FHI 360’s associate technical 

director for health, population and 
nutrition programs in Asia and the 

Pacific

Matt Avery is FHI 360’s associate technical director 
for health, population and nutrition programs in Asia 
and the Pacific, who works alongside APCOM to 
support MSM communities in HIV prevention, care, 
and treatment. 

I
’ve been supporting HIV programs for MSM across Asia for the last 
10 years, and from the beginning APCOM has served as a key voice 
for the community – building capacities, highlighting community 
priorities, and catalyzing support for critical interventions like PrEP. 
As just one example, APCOM’s PreParing Asia consultation was 
a watershed moment for the introduction of PrEP in Asia, and a 

demonstration of the power community voices can have when they join 
together to demand action from donors and ministries of health. With  
Midnight’s support, APCOM have gone from a small forum bringing  
together community partners into an irreplaceable regional leader in  
community-led HIV advocacy, and it has been a privilege to watch them 
grow. I am truly excited to see what will achieve under Midnight’s  
leadership in the next 10 years.”

Matthew Hart
Director

Global Philanthropy Project

I
n his 10 years at APCOM, Midnight has been a strong advocate for 
increasing the amount of funding flowing to the LGBTI movement  
in Asia and the Pacific. He has worked with the Global  
Philanthropy Project and our network of members to highlight the 
key human rights issues impacting LGBTI communities in the region, 
including the need for greater funding.  

 
Through this work, he and APCOM have developed strong relationships 
with donor governments and philanthropic foundations that have  
established APCOM as a key actor in the region and important advisor to 
funders on HIV and broader human rights issues affecting LGBTI  
communities in Asia and the Pacific. 

Matthew Vaughan
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Pushing for greater LGBTI  
resources for the  
Asia and Pacific movement

W
ow, what an accomplishment you have achieved, 10 years of  
supporting our communities throughout Asia and the Pacific. 
Congratulations! I am so privileged to have had a small part of this 
journey with you. I often look back on my fond memories of  
APCOM and think what an amazing organisation and what  
wonderful people – truly unique. 

 
Midnight you are a passionate and tenacious community advocate and most of all a  
wonderful friend! 
 
Congratulations again”

A/Director HIV & Sexual Health Division, 
ACON
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W hat a period of change and challenge this 
has been!

  
Midnight is utterly devoted to the 

work of APCOM and its objective to 
bring justice and equality to  

LGBTIQA+ people throughout the 
Asia/Pacific Region, and beyond. 

 
None of the states in Asia and the Pacific (except possibly New 

Zealand as a Pacific country) is really a leader is laws and 
policies on minorities defined by sexual orientation and gender 

identity.  In many countries in our region, governments and 
other lawmakers are very hostile, some of them aggressively so.

  
Midnight has always believed that the best solution to 

prejudice and hostility towards LGBTIQA+ people is to get 
to know us. And also, to discover the hidden treasures in 

the form of heroes who work for reform of law, policy and 
education throughout the region.

  
My most memorable recollections of Midnight in the past 

10 years have been the wonderful occasions that he helped 
to arrange in several of the overseas missions operating in 

his home country of Thailand. The ambassadors of  
Portugal, Great Britain, Canada, Australia, Sweden, the 

Netherlands and other countries have turned on exciting parties 
with fabulous food and entertainment to acknowledge the work 

of those who deserve recognition.  They range from trans  
champions in Afghanistan and Malaysia to champions of gay 

rights in Taiwan, Japan and ROK.  They also include leaders in 
the struggle against HIV in Thailand and for marriage  

equality in Australia. This is a revolution of values and courage.  
Midnight has served as one of the conductors of the orchestra 

that brings joy to the world; challenges mindsets; and changes 
attitudes.

  
I congratulate Midnight on his decade of service.   

But his best years lie ahead.

“ 
This is a revolution of values and 

courage.  Midnight has served 
as one of the conductors of the 

orchestra that brings joy to the world; 
challenges mindsets; and changes 

attitudes. 
”

The Hon.  
Michael Kirby  

AC CMG 
APCOM LGBTQI Human Rights Ambassador

Member of the UNAIDS Reference Group on HIV and Human Rights

W
hat an achievement:  
In the wake of the 
pandemic, and as we 
continue to navigate the 
many uncertainties of 
this time, you remind us 

of our shared humanity and the commitments 
we must all make, every day, to take action 
from a place of inclusivity. 
 
In my roles as an educator, facilitator,  
advisor, and advocate, working across Asia 
and the Pacific, I strive to ensure that diverse 
frontline voices, ideas, and insights are heard, 
celebrated and promoted. As a co-founder of 
three non-profits, working to advance peace, I 
recognise the importance of collective  
contributions to building a more peaceful, 
inclusive and just vision of a community, one 
that values and embraces layered and complex 
identities and community-sourced solutions 
from every corner. And, I am sure that in your 
work, you recognise and build structures for 
community-sourced solutions. 
 
I know you must work hard to protect and 
advance everyone’s freedom to self-express. 
From the powerful stories, struggles and gifts 
of the LGBTQI+ community, we can learn a lot 
about the deep transformative power of  
multifaceted love and persistent courage. As 
you and APCOM continue to plant and water 
the seeds of understanding, my hope is that 
each of us seeks out ways in which we can  
become conduits of compassion, and will 
engage thoughtfully and lead by example 
through daily action. 
 
We must all work together to build  
communities filled with light, so that there is 
no room left for darkness of oppression. As we 
resist, support, and joyfully heal, let us draw 
on the still moments of reflection forced upon 
us in the last year, to find the steady grace 
that is needed, to move through sorrows and 
arrive at a powerful clearing of true expansive 
wellness. 
 
Thank you for your leadership.

Maya Soetoro-Ng
Consultant for the Obama Foundation 

Obama’s Sister Wishes Happy 10th Anniversary to APCOM’s Executive Director

Congratulations!  
Dear Midnight on Your  
10th Anniversary with APCOM! 



Mohamed Osman 
Senior non-profit executive 

Spring Impact’s operations in the UK

Mohamed Osman leads Spring Impact’s operations 
in the UK. A senior non-profit executive, he is com-
mitted to delivering innovative solutions to social 
challenges. Mohamed was previously Global Grants 
Director at the Elton John AIDS Foundation (EJAF), 
where he spent a decade growing the Foundation to 
become one of the foremost independent AIDS char-
ities in the world reaching over 100 million people 
with HIV information, testing, and treatment.C

ongratulations on your 10 years 
anniversary at APCOM. You 
are an incredible leader, I have 
learnt a lot from you. I have 
huge respect for you and what 
you have accomplished for the 

MSM community in South East Asia. I am so 
lucky to have worked with you. Thank you 
SO much for all you have done. Cheers to 
many more years ahead.

 
VISIONARY 
LEADER

Micheal Ighodaro  
Program Manager at AVAC

Micheal Ighodaro is a thought leader, LGBTQI Rights 
and AIDS Activist. Micheal is Program Manager at 
AVAC, and seats on the board of Outright Action 
International, Frontline AIDS, and Accountability 
International. Micheal is the co-founder of Global 
Black Gay Men Connec, GBGMC. Micheal is origi-
nally Nigerian and immigrated to the US in 2012 as 
a refugee. 

I 
first got to know about APCOM in 2014 
during the early days of PrEP trails, I 
was so fascinated by his and APCOM 
determination to make sure gay men 
where not just informed about  the 
trails but where also engaged in the 

trails.  
 
I think i speak for many acorss the globe 
when I say, thank you Midnight for all you 
have done for gay men and key population 
in Asia and across the globe. Your leadership 
at APCOM is incomparable. You have taken 
the organization to greater heights even in 
difficult situations. I can wait to see where you 
and APCOM do in the next 10yrs. 
 
Congratulations and thank you. 

Mitchell Warren  
Executive Director of AVAC

Mitchell Warren is Executive Director of AVAC, 
an international non-governmental organization 

that uses education, policy analysis, advocacy, 
communications and a network of global collabo-
rations to accelerate the ethical development and 

global delivery of new and emerging HIV prevention 
options, including PrEP on which AVAC and APCOM, 

and Midnight and Mitchell, have collaborated over 
the past decade.

I
t is hard to imagine the past ten years 
of HIV advocacy, activism and  
engagement without the remarkable 
role of Midnight and APCOM.  
Together, you have elevated voices, 
pushed agendas, created platforms and 

inspired colleagues and collaborators – inclu-
ding me – in the region and internationally.  
 
Your leadership generally and especially 
in driving the PrEP and prevention agenda 
has had huge impact and demonstrated the 
power and promise of civil society  
engagement. I am so grateful for the  
opportunities we’ve had together at meetings, 
conferences and committees – I’ve learned so 
much from you and marveled at your  
energy and commitment. And I look forward 
to many more opportunities. 
 
Much accomplished, my dear friend, and 
much more still to do – together. Here’s to 
another decade, 
 
Mitchell
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C
ongratulations on completing 10 years at APCOM and for all the great work you have been doing for bringing the voices of  
community to the forefront. Your leadership has been very inspiring for many and helped people overcome their own hidden 
self-stigma and bring back their self-esteem.  Your focus on highlighting the rights of people regardless of their sexual orientation 
and gender identity has been appreciated globally. We have been happy to work with at WHO on various occasions.  
 
We remember your active role in organizing the first ever regional advocacy workshop on preexposure prophylaxis “PRePARING 

ASIA” in 2015. Recently at a high level meeting by SEARO on World AIDS day 2020, you highlighted the work by APCOM on community  
engagement during COVID-19 catering to the evolving needs of affected communities in reaching services to the last mile. Your open letter to 
WHO to  integrate effects of COVID-19 on the LGBTQI communities and for SOGIESC in the inclusive strategies and response to COVID-19 is 
laudable. We wish you all the best to carry forward work towards a day when a person can openly say he is GAY and be not judged on the  
same.

Dr Mukta Sharma
Dr B B Rewari 
Dr M K Nabeel

WHO SEARO

Naomi 
Burke-Shyne

Executive Director 

Harm Reduction International

I
t has been heartening to see the journey that APCOM has taken. 
APCOM’s work has  lead to programmatic leaps in HIV Programs 
within MSM communities in Asia. Midnight has played a key 
role in structuring the APCOM management thought process into 
actionable programs that have advocated change. As Midnight 
completes 10 years in APCOM, I wish to acknowledge his  

consistent efforts in building a meaningful and relevant organization  
in the region. 

Pallav Patankar 
Director Partnerships AVEGEN

I
t has been heartening to see the journey that APCOM has taken. APCOM’s work has  
lead to programmatic leaps in HIV Programs within MSM communities in Asia.  
Midnight has played a key role in structuring the APCOM management thought process 
into actionable programs that have advocated change. As Midnight completes 10 years 
in APCOM, I wish to acknowledge his consistent efforts in building a meaningful and 
relevant organization in the region. 
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Paul Jansen
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O
ver the past 10 years  
Midnight has proven to be 
the anchor for APCOM to 
keep the organization alive 
in good and bad times. It 
is hard to imagine that 10 

years have already passed since Midnight´s 
appointment and I vividly remember the  
discussion with him on whether or not he 
should put his candidacy forward for the ED 
post. I was incredibly happy when he did:). 
There are too many events and happenings 
that can be mentioned when looking back, 
but ok, that is what looking back is all about. 
Highlights include for me the seeing APCOM 
to become the social media front runners and 
therefore gaining lots of visibility and ack-
nowledgement from key decision makers, the 
PrEP and ICT consultations and the RRRAP 
summit in Bangkok.  
 
All mega-events that really highlighted the  
issues that the communities face. On a  
personal note, I was so proud when Midnight 
gave the closing plenary Statement at the 
2016 High Level Meeting on Ending AIDS 
and when he was ranked in the Global “HIV 
Advocates to Watch for in 2016” List.  
 
Truly a recognition of the tremendous and 
impactful work that the APCOM-team a 
ccomplished under his (silent) fierce and 
steady leadership. 
 

Midnight, APCOM´s anchor  
in good and bad times! 

Is it only work? 

No, we shared lots of fun in meetings and parties, 
we walked through the stone forest near Kun-
ming, beaching in Sitges or strolling across Cha-
tuchak market, Midnight taught me how to jump 
on collective taxis in Pattaya and we discovered 
that we share the passion for oysters, and I can´t 
wait to have an opportunity again to have a dozen 
or two with Midnight! Midnight, congratula-
tions with your tin or aluminium anniversary at 
APCOM and now on to your SILVER jubilee (25 
years!).



Prempreeda 
Pramoj

Ravipa Vannakit
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I 
have known Midnight for about 7-8 years but only come to have a much better 
appreciation of him, his commitment to his work and how he works at APCOM 
during the last year when I have had the privilege of working with him and AFAO 
on sustaining regional key population networks.  I wish I had had this knowledge 
much longer before.  
 

Midnight is a charismatic and visionary leader who is well known in the Asia Pacific 
region and beyond for his tireless work for men who have sex with men and transgender 
people.  
 
He is an inspiring role model with excellent communications and partnership building 
skills. I am impressed with his respect for diversity and divergent ideas. He demonstrates 
this so naturally. He is thoroughly professional, always constructive, gentle and open to 
new ways of doing things. I am confident that through his leadership, APCOM will  
continue to be an important player in ending AIDS in the region.  
 
I congratulate Midnight on his first decade at APCOM and wish him all success in the 
future. 

I 
first met Midnight in 2010 at the  
International forum discussed HIV 
situation among male who has sex with 
male and transgender populations in 
the Asia Pacific. Not long after, I got an 
up-date Midnight started to serve as a 

key person for APCOM since the organization 
had such a few staff. People in the network  
repeatedly highlight Midnight ‘s hard-
-working character. He could be a great  
facilitator for a hard to consensus issues. Many 
times Midnight could instantly perform as 
spokesperson at the High-Level meeting when 
needed. He organizes work and professional 
relationships among staff and colleagues so 
well. Recently, during COID-19 I enjoy  
watching photos of APCOM attending  
various activities together to enhance  
well-being among the team. Midnight always 
makes himself available to support advocacy 
campaigns for LGBT rights, there are plenty 
of events were set up in collaboration with 
APCOM. I wish for the continued success of 
the organization with always wanting to work 
in collaboration with you guys APCOM! 
 
All the best,

For more than a  
decade I have been  
working in collaboration 
with APCOM and of course 
Midnight who perfectly 
lead the organization



Ryan Silverio   
Regional Coordinator of ASEAN 

SOGIE Caucus

Ryan V. Silverio is the Regional Coordinator of 
ASEAN SOGIE Caucus, a regional organization that 
advocates for stronger protection and promotion of 
LGBTIQ human rights within the ASEAN region.

M
idnight and the rest of APCOM exemplifies  
leadership that is connective, mutually  
reinforcing, and amplifying. He is very  
approachable and willing to extend a helping hand 
especially for community members who are in 
difficult situations, or to share a new idea or some 

pocket of wisdom to inspire fellow activists to keep on going.  
Congratulations on your 10th year celebration, and keep on creating 
inclusive spaces and harnessing collective strengths of LGBTIQ activists 
in the region.

Renate and Arjos 
 COC O

ver the years we have gotten 
to know Midnight as  
committed, well connected 
and professional leader of 
APCOM, the network COC 
has collaborated closely with 

in the CARE program, focusing on the  
well-being of LGBTI activists in South and 
South East Asia. Besides, he’s great  
company. Wishing Midnight many more 
years of inspiration, dedication and fun,  
contributing to better health and protection  
of rights of LGBTI persons!
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A bit of post conf-debrifing – Durban AIDS conference 2016 – 
at the WHO partners soiree

2018 Amsterdam AIDS conference –  
with Cheryl Johnson and her testing team

2018 working together again in Geneva with Yannis 2019 more teschnical support on KP issues from Midnight at 
the testing guidelines meeting in Geneva 

and then we all went virtual – but Midnight always there to 
support and share his huge experience and expertise
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C
ongratulations dear  
Midnight 10 years at APCOM 
what decade full of so many 
achievements.    
 
You have been a constant  

support to WHO over this time.  Thank you 
hugely for your wisdom, passion and  
dedication to work on key populations.  I have 
always absolutely loved working with you.  
You are such a star.  You have shown such 
crucial professional leadership in Asia-Pacific, 
embracing innovations and demanding action.  
You are unwavering in your views and the 
need to address human rights and equality 
for all.   You have also been a kind and loyal 
friend to me and WHO colleagues.  Never 
shying away from being critical when  
necessary but also so supportive when you 
think we are going in the right direction.   I 
have learnt so much from you.  
 
I have so many happy memories of fun times 
together in far flung places.  You are and 
always up for a night on the town after a long 
working day.  You have been very generous 
to me on a personal level, putting up with the 
vagaries of a little old woman as you helped 
me explore some of the hidden highlights of 
Bangkok and introduced me to the best of 
food to be had in street cafes.   
 
My sincerest wish is that you continue at 
APCOM.  The world continues to need your 
leadership, your compassion, zeal and energy.  
So many challenges ahead.

PrEParing Asia 2015 – WHO and APCOM in synch in highlighting the potential or PrEP 

2015 together with Gertude Ncube at the VancouverAIDS 
conference 

2016 working together with Yannis on PrEP in my office 
in Geneva 

R A C H E L  
B A G G E R L E Y

Celebrative life  
and times with  
Midnight 
Poonkasetwattana 

th

1



Rob Lake
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R
ob Lake has been involved in HIV since the response to the epidemic began in his home of NZ. In Australia, he was 
CEO of Positive Life NSW, the voice of people with HIV from 2007-2011 and was Executive Director of the Aus-
tralian Federation of AIDS Organisations. from 2011-2016. The AFAO International Program has been a long stan-
ding partner/ supporter of APCOM and managed funding (when provided) from the Australian government and 
GFATM to support the work of APCOM and APCASO in South East Asia and the Pacific. 
 

It’s a treat to be able to join the celebrations of the Midnight decade. APCOM is a powerful critical civil society leader in the HIV 
response in South East Asia. Midnight has played a significant part in getting and maintaining that role. His energy, ambition 
and vision make APCOM one of the go to places to work, volunteer and partner. Midnight has negotiated complex and difficult 
relationships to enable APCOM to be seen as a powerful, productive partner in the response. APCOM plays key roles in advocacy 
with UNAIDS, GFATM and MPact Global Action for Gay Men’s Health and Rights. In addition, the work of national orgs and 
emerging leaders across the region has been powerfully supported by APCOM’s inclusive and dynamic leadership. Midnight, 
and his crew of staff, volunteers, national org reps and partner orgs have delivered this. It is an achievement to be very proud of. 
Congratulations Midnight, congratulations everyone at APCOM.

Former 
Executive Director of the Australian Federation of AIDS Organisations (AFAO)

I 
am Shankri from India and one of 
my best career times was when I was 
working with APCOM and with Khun 
Midnight. In my 10yrs of career, I have 
worked for LGBTI health and rights 
interventions in India and South Asia 

region. I was the Programme Manager at  
APCOM for 3yrs and the support I received 
from Midnight was very endearing. I was  
fortunate to be part of the phase when  
APCOM was growing and supported the  
organisation to the best of my capacities in 
strengthening policies and systems. Working 
with APCOM I learned to be a good public 
speaker and work in a multicultural  
workspace and Midnight groomed me to 
grow as a person. 
 

For me Midnight is an institution in itself, his 
contributions as an LGBTI leader is immense 
in shaping the LGBTI rights, sexual health and 
advocacy agenda in the Asia and Pacific  
region. He had a vision for APCOM and 
himself the 10yrs sojourn was not a catwalk, 
towering achievements came with a share of 
criticism but he grew above all the odds  
demonstrating contentment and  
accountability towards communities. He has 
been an inspiration for not only me but many 
young leaders.  
 
Midnight for me is “Dream Big But Be  
Grounded and Connected to People” 
 
Midnight for me is “A Pan Asia Leader With a 
Crown of Thorns” (for me thorns are the huge 
responsibility and accountability of Asia)

 

Shankri
Former

Programme Manager at APCOM

Dream Big But Be Grounded  
and Connected to People 



Shaun Mellors
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W
e first met at what was then called the International HIV/ADS 
Alliance in Queensberry House in Brighton. I joined the Alliance as 
Snr Programme Advisor for Civil Society and Midnight was working 
for the Asia regional team. Those days the Alliance had four floors of 
a building. I was lucky enough to sit on the 3rd floor with the Asia/
Eastern Europe team. I had my own office and Midnight was sitting 

in the open plan pod section of the office. Believe it or not, those days Midnight was very 
quiet, reserved and almost shy – or so I thought. He worked hard, but he also joined many 
of us in playing hard. I left the Alliance in 2009, and before I knew it, I heard that  
Midnight had moved back to Thailand and had become the Executive Director of  
APCOM…and that he had fallen in love!. 
 
It has been an absolute pleasure to see Midnight grow into this mature, effective and 
inspirational leader within the LGBTQI+ regional and global movement. APCOM under 
his leadership has become a critical and influential player in the region and continues to 
serve the community through innovation, networking and advocacy. Of course, no leader 
can deliver on their own, so the APCOM team (present and past) have all in their own 
way contributed to the leader that Midnight is. I wish him and APCOM the very best for 
the future. 

Director of Programmes & Technical at ViiV Healthcare, Positive Action 



Simon  
Harger-Forde

Former  

Director HIV Prevention and Inter-

national for the NZ AIDS Foundation 

Served on the board of APCOM 

between 2009 and 2011

I
t was a privilege to work alongside Midnight during this time. Since 2011, it has been  
so inspiring to watch the growth and innovation of APCOM as a powerful human rights 
force in Asia Pacific. So much of this is due to Midnight’s open, inclusive and  
extraordinary leadership. 
 
APCOM has done extraordinary work to advance the rights and health of men who 

have sex with men and trans people over the past ten years and Midnight has led that. The 
leadership Midnight has provided has seen APCOM embrace and advocate for new ways of 
responding to HIV in a rapidly changing environment. 
 
It is a privilege to stand alongside the many people who have made APCOM a success and pay 
tribute to an extraordinary leader. Congratulations on ten years, Midnight – we are proud of 
you. 
 
Celebrate hard - you deserve it my friend! 
 
Nga mihi aroha from Aotearoa

Steve Mills
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I 
will always remember when Midnight and APCOM were the first ones to highlight 
that PrEP needed to come to Asia faster. They brought together a broad group of 
stakeholders  - community representatives, researchers, government leaders – to 
hear about the benefits of PrEP and to discuss how to jump-start PrEP in Asia. The 
continent has come a long way since then but still needs to go much further with 
PrEP. APCOM can take credit for those initial successes and can help those  

countries that still need to offer PrEP to their key population communities in Asia.

Regional Director, EpiC Project, FHI 360 

The beginnings of PrEP in Asia:  
PrEPPING Asia with APCOM 



Venus Tsang
Senior Director, Public Affairs, Asia

Gilead Sciences

H
uge congratulations on your 10th anniversary milestone, Midnight!  Your 
hard work, commitment and dedication is certainly inspiring. As a mother, 
I know how hard it is to raise a baby. Hope your baby will continue to grow 
and shine and be a beacon of light for people living with HIV and the Pride 
Community in the region.

Vhikkhu  
Kassyapa 

C
ongratulations to Midnight  
and APCOM family for  
successful completion of 10 
years in saving lives, spreading 
hope and championing human 
rights of MSM/TG and SOGIE 

people throughout the Asiapacific region. 
Much has been accomplished in the last 10 
years in the region, yet it’s not done yet. And 
some shortcomings are there, yet they are not 
fatal either, APCOM’s courage to continue 
really counts.  Many leaders of APCOM have 
passed away or retired during the last 10 
years, but their legacies remain alive and  
inspire young generations of leaders to take 
on. Journey contoneous to make the  
Asiapacific region a better place for MSM/TG 
and SOGIE people. Good Luck.  

Tom Brigden
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I
t has been a privilege to work alongside Midnight and the incredibly dedicated 
team at APCOM. My first time working with Midnight was via the regional ‘Test 
XXX’ campaign, a hugely popular and dynamic initiative that increases HIV testing 
demand for young MSM in South East Asia. Midnight and APCOM colleagues  
kindly hosted the EJAF team in Bangkok in 2016 and we were able to visit a  
number of community based clinics and service providers (as well as enjoy some 

great local food and nightlife!). Since then, Midnight has been a key thought partner for 
the Foundation and has helped introduce EJAF to even more amazing community  
organisations as we develop our work for key populations in the region. Thank you for  
all of your incredible work Midnight and here’s to 10 more years!

Portfolio Lead, People who use drugs, Elton John AIDS Foundation



“He personifies 10 years  
of  Light and Illumination  

to help the LGBTI community 
and more!”

Victor Madrigal-Borloz
UN Independent Expert on sexual orientation and gender identity

T
hroughout my work as Independent Expert, I have been delighted and very much 
appreciate my collaboration with Midnight, who each and every time brings 
a unique blend of relevant knowledge, prudent consideration and rich energy. 
Warm congratulations on reaching this milestone, and my hopes for much success 
in the future!

Vitit Muntarbhorn
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Vitit Muntarbhorn is a Professor Emeritus at the Faculty of  Law, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok. 



Vladanka  
Andreeva

UNAIDS Country Director,  

Cambodia

A
t least I can now say how much I  appreciate APCOM 
and your role in putting  health and rights of gay men, 
other men who have sex with men, and SOGIESC 
people in the center of the Asia and the Pacific advocacy 
agenda. 
 

 
I feel privileged that I was part of yours 1o years journey. And this  
remains one my favorite photos.  
 
Big hug

Vivek Anand
Represented  

The Humsafar Trust as its CEO

I
n 2007 I was appointed as an associate 
member of the APCOM coalition which 
had representation from 7 regions 
in the Asia Pacific. I represented The 
Humsafar Trust as its CEO, which is 
India’s first LGBTQ community- 

based organization since 1994 and Integrated 
Network for Sexual Minorities (INFOSEM) 
in India. Unfortunately, I could not attend 
the first meeting of APCOM as my passport 
had lapsed. However, I attended the second 
APCOM meeting which gave me an insight 
into the depth and expanse of the work that is 
being done and can be achieved by regional 
members joining the coalition.  
 
At this meeting I met several prominent 
people who had made immense contributions 
in strengthening HIV work in the region but 
what drew my attention this young man from 
Purple Sky Network, with innocent boyish 
looks who spoke forcefully and put forth his 
points and his contributions were well a 
ppreciated. At that time, I had hardly thought 
that a couple of years down the line this  
young man would become the Executive 
Director of APCOM and in 2021 he comple-
tes his 10 years as a dedicated individual 
who along with a competent team is driving 
the LGBTQ rights and health agenda in the 
region. I speak of none other than my good 
friend Midnight Poonkasetwattana! 
 

LET’S WALK TOGETHER

My dear friend we have known each other 
now close to a decade and a half and I am 
proud of you and the work that you have 
done in the region. We have had some good 
opportunities of working together but I  
would like to state that we need to work 
more closely but if adequate opportunities 
do not arise, we as Humsafar Trust will 
continue to support your endeavors for both 
us have embarked on the same journey to 
strengthening LGBTQ communities and 
finding greater involvement of communities 
in decision making processes in not just the 
region but across the globe. A lot of good 
work has been achieved but its still a long 
road ahead 
 
Congratulations on your belief in what 
you do and making things happen through 
APCOM.
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